Make Your Own Spirit Water
Spirit Water, or commercial ‘Florida Water’, is used in all kinds of
spiritual activities - from cleansing, blessing, and protecting, to
offerings for the ancestors, to healing and removing negativity.
There are hundreds of recipes for Florida (floral) water, or Spirit
Water on the internet.
Based on the herbs or florals you use, your Spirit Water can range
in color from light to darker browns. Be careful if you are spraying
yourself (clearing / blessing) with darker coloured water as it may
stain clothes.
I make my own Spirit Water and each batch is slightly different
because I use whatever aromatic flowers and herbs are freshly
available at the time. Spirit Water is often made with alcohol which
adds to its cooling effect and aids its preservation. When made
with alcohol, it keeps for years.
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Spirit Water Recipe
1/2 cup dried sage
1/2 cup dried cedar
1/2 cup dried sweetgrass
1/2 cup dried lavender
6 cups good quality vodka
Spiritually gather your herbs in a sacred way and with the intention you wish to add: for
cleansing, for protection, for blessing …
Place all ingredients in a lidded glass jar and let sit at room temperature for 14 days (one
1/2 moon cycle).
Place a paper towel in a mesh strainer and strain out the liquid from the herbs into a clear
container with a lid.
It keeps for years.

Uses for your Spirit Water:
- clearing out stale or dense energy from a room - spray in each corner of the room
- spray yourself to clear your own energy or to bring freshness to your energetic field
- spray as you send blessings to Mother Earth
- use it when you open Sacred Space in any way that feels supportive for you
- any other way that supports you

Here are some of the properties of different herbs that you may like to add to your Spirit
Water:
Sage - cleansing, redemption, wisdom, good luck, home blessing, prosperity, longevity
Cedar - cleansing, healing, protection, dedication of sacred spaces, connects to the
spiritual and divine, strengthens and illuminates focus
Sweetgrass - purifies thoughts and the environment; helps eliminate negative thoughts;
provides healing, peace; aids connection to spirituality
Rosemary - cleansing, protection, strength, virtue
Lavender - opens us up to spiritual healing; heals, calms, purifies; beautifully fragrant
Rose - raises divinatory energies; unveils mysteries; provides protection; aids in matters of
truth and things of beauty
Enjoy!
Adapted and used with permission and encouragement
from my teachers and the Four Winds Society.
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